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The o2h Innovation Conference
Innovation is the force that powers new industries,
economies and the way we live. The model of
innovation locked inside the walls of a big company is
struggling. Is one part of the answer a model where
we ourselves create a community of collaborative
innovators?
At o2h, we enjoy working together with others and not trying to go it alone
not least because it’s the cross fertilisation of ideas across boundaries that can
spur exciting new innovations. We are passionate about playing our part in the
creation of a collaborative community around innovation in Ahmedabad, India,
Cambridge, UK and Cambridge, USA which we hope will inspire all of us in
these ecosystems to work ever more closely for our collective love of innovation.
We are pleased to welcome you to the second edition of this first-of-a kind
innovation conference. We will endeavour to bring together an exciting
community of local, national and global thought leaders and live operators
from the fields of science, technology, academia, entrepreneurship, social
enterprise, non-profit, investment, legal, finance, media, art, food, architecture,
philosophy, poetry, politics, music, sport, literature, history, fashion, film,
performance art and big business.
Seeding new ideas in life-science, technology & social enterprise
Team o2h
14th March 2019

Agenda
8.45 am

Registration & Networking

9.30 am

Welcome - A Community of Collaborative Innovators

9.45 am

Keynote - How Organisation Culture Shapes Innovation

Prashant Shah
Mark Slaski

10.00 am Panel - Seed Investing - What Works and What Can Be Learnt?

Anand Bhadalkar, Nitin Nayar, Nikunj Shah, Chintan Antani & Andy Morley
moderated by Sunil Shah
We will explore the landscape for early stage innovation in the UK/India, covering academia,
tech transfer, angel investing, family offices, crowdfunding, accelerator/ incubator programs,
government grants, tax incentives and the informal networks that support innovation.

11.00 am

Tea, Networking & Press

11.30 am

Innovation in Action - From Chemistry to AI to IPO
Mark Warne in conversation with Sunil Shah

12.00 pm Panel - Artificial Intelligence - Where Next?

Mark Warne, Dr. Nilesh Modi, Amit Saraswat, Dr. M Muruganant & Yamin Lawar
moderated by Prashant Shah
AI has recently resulted in some eye-catching ideas and valuations. What can we expect next
and what does it mean for us as individuals, companies, industries and economies?

1.00 pm

Lunch, Networking & Press

2.00 pm

Innovation in Action - A Performance Art Case Study

2.30 pm

Panel - Innovation in Arts, Architecture, Food, Fashion & Film!

3.30 pm

Tea, Networking & Press

3.50 pm

Panel - Culture & Values - Where is the Love?

4.50 pm

Innovation in mutual funds - Evolution of Fintech

5.20 pm

Innovation in the Community - A Live Open Mic Exploration…

5.55 pm

Closing Remarks

6.00 pm

Event Close

Elli AvrRam in conversation with Prashant Shah

Cecilia Oldne, Anuj Sharma, Elli AvrRam, Bianca Mahadevia & Rachita Sareen
moderated by Prashant Shah
India is a hotbed of creativity in various industries. What are the latest innovations in these
creative industries and what can the scientists and techies learn from our friends in these
other exciting fields?

Mark Slaski, Dharmesh Mistry, Shalvi Agarvwal, Supriya Gupta & Bhargavi Solanki
moderated by Chris Heron
A cursory glance at the values of many organisations narrate business virtues such as delivery,
quality, customer focus, but is there a place for the most human of all values “love” as spoken
by Gandhi in a business context?
Killol Karia will create awareness about technology-enabled innovation driving investment
strategies in Mutual Funds.
An exploration of the ideas that will shape innovation in Ahmedabad in the future.
Nilesh Dagia

Panel Session
9.30 am

Welcome - A Community of Collaborative Innovators
Prashant Shah
Co-Founder of o2h
Prashant is a co-founder of o2h which seeds new innovation led life science
and technology businesses and is also the General Partner of the o2h EIS
Therapeutics and AI fund. He has previously co-founded two companies
in the life science and technology sectors and began his career with the
Strategy group of Accenture in London where he worked across various
industry groups. Prashant has a BEng, MSc and an MPhil in Management
from the University of Cambridge.

9.45 am

Keynote - How Organisation Culture Shapes Innovation
Mark Slaski
Chief Psychologist, WorkplaceBuzz
Dr. Mark Slaski is the Chief Psychologist with Workplace Buzz and is a leading
expert in the field of engagement on which he has published a number of
articles. He is also a senior lecturer in Organisational Psychology. He believes
‘a culture of high engagement equals superior performance, an increased
sense of belonging and well-being’.
Mark has worked across the globe advising executives on aligning people,
business and culture. His greatest asset is his insight into human psychology.
Mark is also the author of Equaliser; a globally used online survey and toolkit
designed to transform workplace engagement.

10.00 am

Panel - Seed Investing - What Works & What Can Be Learnt?
We will explore the landscape for early stage innovation in the UK/India, covering academia, tech transfer,
angel investing, family offices, crowdfunding, accelerator/ incubator programs, government grants, tax
incentives and the informal networks that support innovation.
Moderated by Sunil Shah

Sunil Shah
CEO of o2h Ventures
Sunil is a co-founder of o2h which seeds new innovation led life science
and technology businesses and is also the General Partner of the o2h EIS
Therapeutics and AI fund. He has previously co-founded two companies
in the life science and technology sectors and begun a career in the Life
Sciences team at PA Consulting in Cambridge. Sunil has a degree in
Biochemistry and an MBA from Cambridge University.
Sunil is a board member of Cambridge Angels, is Chairman of Exonate,
Stemnovate, Non Exec Director of Opal Oncology, Five Alarm Bio, IOTA,
Oxford Drug Design, Board Observer for Oppilotech. Investments include
Acacia, Arecor, Heartfelt, Metrion, Orfan, Phoremost, Privitar, Repostive,
Sentinel, Small Pharma, Talisman and Visibly.

Anand Bhadalkar
Joint Director, Business Development Sector - Gujarat Government
Anand Bhadalkar is the joint director of Gujarat State Biotechnology Mission
at Department of Science & Technology, government of Gujarat. He is well
connected with the biotechnology industry and inspires bio-technopreneurs.
Anand has degree in biotechnology from Sardar Patel University and masters
in business administration from IGNOU and has previously worked as
lecturer at the M.S.University of Baroda. He also taught Biology from grade 9
to biotech graduates aspiring for postgraduate courses.

Nitin Nayar
Founder & Managing Partner, Filter Capital India Advisors LLP
Nitin launched Filter Capital India in 2018 specialising in growth investments
opportunities in technology including internet, e-commerce, software, IT,
payments, logistics, education and health. Nitin was a Managing Director at
the affiliate of US-based global investment firm Warburg Pincus LLC where
he worked for 14 years.
Nitin is a graduate of the Harvard Business School. He is currently a Member
Board Trustee in SNEHA which is a non-profit organization that works with
women, children, public health and safety systems.

Chintan Antani
Associate Vice President, Centre for Innovation Incubation &
Entrepreneurship, IIM Ahmedabad
Chintan Antani is the Vice President at the Centre for Innovation Incubation
& Entrepreneurship (CIIE), IIMA, and has an experience spanning equity
research, corporate finance, investment banking, strategic development, and
portfolio management. He looks after the seed investments and portfolio of
the incubation centre.
He is a CFA charter holder from CFA institute USA and has worked with
Bombay Stock Exchange as a Deputy Manager - analysing business
strategies of members, presenting them with solutions for increasing
participation on the exchange.

Nikunj Shah
Partner, Select Global Solutions
Nikunj is a serial entrepreneur with experience building businesses in
manufacturing and services and is excited by emerging markets and new
technology. He is a partner at Select Global Solutions and a founder at Datum
Recruitment Services.
Nikunj is an MBA from INSEAD and has a Masters in Engineering from the
University of Oxford. Nikunj was formerly Managing Director of Safintra
Roofing in India and started and grew Safintra Angola. He is an investor with
Mumbai Angels and is also an advisor to companies in the fields of EdTech,
E-commerce, Fintech, Logistics and Consumer products.

Andy Morley
CSO o2h, Principal o2h EIS Therapeutics Fund
Andy Morley is an experienced medicinal chemist with more than twenty
five years experience working in Sanofi-Aventis, AstraZeneca and biotech.
He has worked on projects across all phases of the drug discovery process,
helping deliver 5 candidates into the clinic. He is author and inventor of >55
publications and patents.
Andy is the Chief Scientific Officer for o2h ventures and is a Principal in the
o2h EIS therapeutics fund where his key responsibilities include analysing
life science investment opportunities and supporting the technical due
diligence. His role also ecompasses advising early-stage life-sciences
companies across Europe and USA. Andy has a PhD in organic chemistry and
undertook a postdoc with Nobel Prize Winner, Ryoji Noyori at the University
of Nagoya, in Japan.

11.30 am

Innovation in Action - From Chemistry to AI to IPO
Mark Warne in conversation with Sunil Shah

Mark Warne
CEO and Director, DeepMatter Group plc
Mark is the CEO of DeepMatter which transforms chemistry into code using
artificial intelligence and machine learning to make better molecules and
provide insights never before available. In 2018 he was the Managing Director
in the Life Sciences Division of IP Group concurrent with the integration of
Touchstone Innovations.
Mark completed his PhD in Computational Chemistry, an MSc in Colloid
Science and a BSc in Chemistry from the University of Bristol. He serves as
a non-executive on the boards of hVIVO plc and Ixico plc. He managed a
portfolio of £330m of net assets in 2016/2017. He has previously worked at
Exelgen in licensing, strategic affairs and project management.

12.00 pm

Panel - Artificial Intelligence - Where Next?
Artificial Intelligence has recently resulted in some eye-catching ideas and valuations. What can we expect
next and what does it mean for us as individuals, companies, industries and economies?
Moderated by Prashant Shah

Mark Warne
CEO & Director, DeepMatter Group plc
Mark is the CEO of DeepMatter which transforms chemistry into code using
artificial intelligence and machine learning to make better molecules and
provide insights never before available. In 2018 he was the Managing Director
in the Life Sciences Division of IP Group concurrent with the integration of
Touchstone Innovations.
Mark completed his PhD in Computational Chemistry, an MSc in Colloid
Science and a BSc in Chemistry from the University of Bristol. He serves as
a non-executive on the boards of hVIVO plc and Ixico plc. He managed a
portfolio of £330m of net assets in 2016/2017. He has previously worked at
Exelgen in licensing, strategic affairs and project management.

Dr. Nilesh Modi
VP, Cygnet Infotech Pvt Ltd
Dr. Nilesh Modi is a Vice President of Technology & Innovation at Cygnet
Infotech, Ahmedabad. He leads an emerging technology portfolio including
Blockchain, AI, Machine Learning and IoT. He presently works on real-time
prediction for transportation resources of a global city and the sales/pricing
predictions for a marketplace.
He is a gold medalist from Nirma University and pursued his PhD from the
University of California, USA. He was part of a team solving cutting-edge tech
problems at Intel, IBM and Cadence Design Systems.

Amit Saraswat
Director - ML & AI, Fidelity Investments
Amit Saraswat is the Vice President of Data Sciences at Lendingkart
Technologies, which is one of the largest fintech companies in India. His areas
of interest are AI, deep learning and machine learning. He is currently working
in the areas of deep neural networks and natural language programming.
He has done his PhD in Statistical Method and is an IIT graduate. He was also
an IBS faculty and is also a consultant to the Ministry of Skill Development
for developing analytics-based solutions for machine learning. He is also
a member of the research advisory committee at the Indian Institute of
Advanced Research.

Dr. M Muruganant
Executive President & Vice Chancellor, Indus University
Professor (Dr) M Muruganant is the Vice Chancellor at Indus University. His
research currently explores artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms,
meta-heuristic models and various other predictive algorithms towards
inventing new materials for the defence and energy sectors.
He was the youngest Steel Chair Professor from the Ministry of Steel, Govt.
of India and is a DAAD & Commonwealth fellow with a doctorate from
Pembroke College, University of Cambridge, UK. He worked with various
corporate giants like ABB Sweden and Siemens.

Yamin Lawar
Full Stack Developer, o2h
Yamin is a full stack developer, team leader and the longest serving
team member in o2h Technology. He has developed products using db
& framework designs. He has also a wide range of skills in APIs, query
optimisation, security, react JS, laravel, core php, DB design, sql and AWS.
Yamin has completed an engineering degree in IT from Gujarat University. He
is a guitarist, landscape photographer and skating enthusiast.

2.00 pm

Innovation in Action - A Performance Art Case Study
Elli AvrRam in conversation with Prashant Shah

Elli AvrRam
Bollywood Actress
Elli AvrRam is the first Swedish Greek actress to work in Bollywood. Elli came to
prominence after participating in the Indian reality TV show Bigg Boss which
helped her become a household name. Elli has worked in various South Indian
and Hindi movies like Mickey Virus, Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon, Naam Shabana and
others.
Elli took an interest in figure skating, singing and dancing from her initial
years. Her song Chamma Chamma for the movie Fraud Saiyyan gained over
200 million YouTube views in just three days after its release. She has four new
projects coming this year.

2.30 pm

Panel - Innovation in Arts, Architecture, Food, Fashion & Film!
India is a hotbed of creativity in various industries. What are the latest innovations in these creative
industries and what can the scientists and techies learn from our friends in these other exciting fields?
Moderated by Prashant Shah

Cecilia Oldne
Business Advisor, International Trade and Development
Cecilia is a Business Advisor and Brand Strategist and works with companies
in the food and beverage industry. She also holds partner and ambassadorial
roles across a spectrum of industrial, governmental and social organisations.
She is a Partner in Amphora Portfolio Managment - London’s leading Fine
Wine Investment Firm.
Cecilia was instrumental in the success of Sula Vineyards as the Head of
Marketing in which she curated SulaFest - one of India’s most awaited music
festivals. She is also the Brand Ambassador for Sweden-India Business
Council, a network for growing business between Sweden and India.

Anuj Sharma
Founder, Button Masala
Anuj is a Fashion Designer and Innovator who currently runs a studio from
Ahmedabad, India and deals mostly in developing new joinery systems
for clothing. His current work is called Button Masala which emphasises
seamless no strings attached - one fabric, and several buttons. He is teaching
students, professionals, and rural craftsmen how to make instant clothes
across the globe.
Anuj completed his graduation in apparel design from NID and holds a
Masters degree in High Performance Sportswear design from University of
Derby, UK. He has been part of The Lakme Fashion week in 2007.

Elli AvrRam
Bollywood Actress
Elli AvrRam is the first Swedish Greek actress to work in Bollywood. Elli came to
prominence after participating in the Indian reality TV show Bigg Boss which
helped her become a household name. Elli has worked in various South Indian
and Hindi movies like Mickey Virus, Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon, Naam Shabana and
others.
Elli took an interest in figure skating, singing and dancing from her initial
years. Her song Chamma Chamma for the movie Fraud Saiyyan gained over
200 million YouTube views in just three days after its release. She has four new
projects coming this year.

Bianca Mahadevia
Head Product Designer for Arvind Indigo Museum,
Arvind Limited
Bianca Mahadevia is the founder of TOMAKE studio and head designer for
the Arvind Indigo Museum. She is an artist, product designer and is on her
way to becoming a certified health coach and nutritionist from the Institute
for Integrative Nutrition, NY. Her love for art and design has led her to work for
Josmo Studio, The lil flea and various other freelance projects of her own.
Her passions apart from art include nature, metaphysics, healing, holistic
medicine, martial arts and reading and she dreams of living in a world filled
with innovative and sustainable businesses, well-stocked farmers markets and
people who aren’t afraid to be themselves.

Rachita Sareen
Founder & Creative Director, Tarasha Designworks
Rachita is Founder and Creative Director of Tarasha Designworks which is a
design-led company that traverses the domains of design and art. She works
extensively with paper as a material and offers unique artwork and installations,
interior graphics and unique marketing solutions. She is a NID graduate and has
worked with AR+D Pte.
Rachita is also a guest lecturer at the National Institute of Design for Analytical
Drawing & Geometric Construction and also a lecturer at the Spatial Design and
Interior Design faculty of the Furniture, Exhibition and Interior design disciplines.
She was also the Asst. Professor and Program Coordinator to the Master of
Furniture Design Program at CEPT University.

3.50 pm

Panel - Culture & Values - Where is the Love?
A cursory glance at the values of many organisations narrate business virtues such as delivery,
quality, customer focus, but is there a place for the most human of all values “love” as spoken by
Gandhi in a business context?
Moderated by Chris Heron

Chris Heron
CEO of Visibly
Chris is the CEO of Visibly which is an o2h technology company. He is a
degree educated designer from Cambridge UK. He spent much of his early
career in the talent and HR industries before moving into brand marketing.
Over the last few years Chris has focused solely on Visibly, an exciting new
employee social media advocacy platform catering to Marketing and Human
Resources professionals.
Visibly is created to take employee advocacy to the next new level, asking
employees to not just share brand content, but directly participate in the
brand building exercise. We have put the whole creative process into the
hands of the employees themselves.

Mark Slaski
Chief Psychologist, WorkplaceBuzz
Dr. Mark Slaski is the Chief Psychologist with Workplace Buzz and is a leading
expert in the field of engagement on which he has published a number of
articles. He is also a senior lecturer in Organisational Psychology. He believes
‘a culture of high engagement equals superior performance, an increased
sense of belonging and well-being’.
Mark has worked across the globe advising executives on aligning people,
business and culture. His greatest asset is his insight into human psychology.
Mark is also the author of Equaliser; a globally used online survey and toolkit
designed to transform workplace engagement.

Dharmesh Mistry
Change Analyst, Anglian Water Services
Dharmesh is a change management consultant with an interest in process
improvement that benefits employees, customers and business
performance. He has worked in PMP and Prince2 project environments in
multinational organisations delivering business transformation projects.
Dharmesh has previously worked with Reos Partners, Shell and Indicorps in a
diverse career covering a spectrum of work from corporate to the non-profit
sector. He has a degree in computer science and management from the
University of Warwick and is a certified Prince2 Practitioner.

Shalvi Agarvwal
Writer, Entrepreneur
Shalvi is a consultant in strategy and marketing. She holds a masters degree
in English Literature from Gujarat University. She has undertaken a myriad
of job profiles including writer, soft-skill trainer, recruitment consultant,
operations manager and design manager which has equipped her for the
various functions of entrepreneurship and running a company. Shalvi is
passionate about sustainable living, art, spirituality and education.

Supriya Gupta
Consultant, Infoanalytica
Supriya is a Consultant to Infoanalytica and is managing the CSR activities.
The foundation is working on over 20 projects in the fields of education,
healthcare, heritage, sports and women empowerment. She is a visiting
faculty at NID, Ahmedabad University. She is also involved in a community
project called, 42.1 built for endurance sports enthusiasts.
She is an MBA Graduate who loves travelling, dancing, meeting people,
researching education models and understanding sustainability. She is also a
team member with Mahila Manch which performed shows on various issues
and concerns of women in humorous and serious forms.

Bhargavi Solanki
HR Manager, o2h
Bhargavi leads HR in o2h and has been with o2h for almost ten years. She is
a strong believer in the power of positive thinking in the workplace and how
that can drive culture, team happiness and business performance. Bhargavi
has an MBA from Gujarat University. She has previously worked with Piramal
Enterprise & GRUH in HR. She enjoys quilling and traveling.

invest in the growth potential
of UK life science & AI
the o2h therapeutics EIS fund
o2h Ventures has launched the ﬁrst S/EIS fund in the UK solely focused on early stage
biotech therapeutics and related AI opportunities. The geographic scope shall be UK
wide including Oxford and London but will target the growing Cambridge cluster.

british research & innovation
The biotech sector is one of the leading sectors in the UK economy. The large pharma
companies now rely on the small innovative biotech’s for new ideas in disease areas
such as cancer, genomics, anti-ageing and neurosciences amongst others which has led
to higher potential exit valuations. The fund will widen the community of investors that
will help expand early stage research in the UK.

the biotech community
The o2h team are leaders in the biotech community and have been actively involved as
investors, holding various board/industry positions as well as being engaged in
grassroots scientiﬁc activity for over 20 years. o2h operate from their proprietary 2.7
acre o2h SciTech Park where they are developing a unique model for incubating small
life science companies.

S/EIS tax savings
The fund is structured to be S/EIS compliant providing income, inheritance and capital
gains tax breaks for UK tax payers.

interested?
To download the Information Memorandum and other documents
register at www.o2h.com/ventures
invest@o2h.com

020 3870 2598 or text INVEST to 88802

Scan to ﬁnd out more

o2h Ventures Limited is regulated and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 812245). Capital
at risk, only suitable for high net worth and sophisticated investors.

/company/o2h-ventures-limited

@o2hventures

o2h ventures
(o2h founders & EIS therapeutics fund investments)

Customised software development services
including web, mobile and AI apps covering all
phases from design, build and adoption

we build across
your end-to-end requirements

recent projects
successfull projects built by our team

methodology
Using Agile Methodology we ensure continuous customer satisfaction & software delivery

w : www.o2h.com/technology

e : archa@o2h.com

o2h Discovery has an integrated drug discovery platform
operating from our state of the art research centre in
India and our offices in Cambridge, UK.
We have the in-house capability to execute hit-lead-optimisation programs
leading into patent and IND filing from our state-of-the-art biotechnology
incubator with expertise in discovery chemistry, biology/pharmacology and
the on-going project management of pre-clinical development.

o2h Culture
The DNA of o2h is centred around
the nurturing of its people, values
and culture, it reflects in the way we
work with each other, as well as our
collaborators and partners.

Discovery Capability
Insight Driven Science

Chemistry

Biology

o2h Ventures

Medicinal, UK

Hit Identification, UK

Synthetic, India

ADME, India

S/EIS Therapeutics &
AI Fund

Analytical, India

Screening, India

Seed Funding

Computational, India

In vivo Partners

Co-work & Incubation

AI Chemistry in the CloudTM
o2h Discovery, today presents the world’s first app to revolutionise
the project management of your external drug discovery program
– now Live! Fast decision making, anytime, anywhere…

Cambridgesquared

building a global
community of scientists
We believe in collaboration in drug discovery and engage in live community based
innovation. o2h are building a global community of medicinal biologists and
chemists by bridging the gap between Cambridge UK and other global locations.

Visit www.o2h.com to find out about upcoming events

o2h SciTech Park
o2h has acquired the 2.76 acre heritage Hauxton Mill site, Cambridge, UK with plans to develop it
into the o2h SciTech Park to create one of the region’s most exciting community of entrepreneurs in
life-science, technology and social enterprise.
o2h are embarking upon an ambitious plan to restore the derelict Mill buildings dating back to the
16th century and open a café to the public along one of the most popular heritage walking routes
in Cambridge. The o2h SciTech Park will create a new and unique landmark in Cambridge and shall
include three major buildings, Hauxton House, The Old Mill Warehouse and The Cell. The co-working
and biology lab spaces will be available to entrepreneurs in what will be designed to be a highly
stimulating, collaborative and innovative culture.

o2h Shirish Research Center
o2h are building a second state of the art research centre in India with capacity for a ~1000 strong team of
chemists, biologists and techies along with HR, finance, engineering and supply chain capabilities to help jump
start any early stage company.

Organic Chemicals for Research & Development
29,000+ Research Chemicals l 9,000+ Unique Products l High Purity Available l
1,000+ New Products Annually l Custom Manufacturing l Milligram-to-Ton Scale l
New Competitive Pricing l Fastest Delivery Across India (All Metropolitan Cities
within 2-3 Days) (Rest of the Cities 4-5 Days).
OVER 95% READY STOCK
AVAILABLE AT
TCI DISTRIBUTION CENTER - CHENNAI

Chemistry

Materials Science

Life Science

Analytical Chemistry

Tokyo Chemical Industry (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Event Sponsors

co-investing, co-creating & co-executing across boundaries to
collaboratively innovate in life-science, technology & social enterprise.

ven tu res

d i s cover y

tech n ology

An EIS fund focused on
seeding early stage biotech
therapeutics and related AI
opportunities

An integrated chemistry and
biology services capability for
collaborative research

Customised software
development services
including web, mobile and AI
apps covering all phases from
design, build and adoption

t h erap eu ti c s

co -work

com m un ity

A novel pipeline of shared
and proprietary pre-clinical
IP, assets and companies
covering fields such as
oncology and anti-ageing

A co-working space in
Hauxton, Cambridge,
for entrepreneurs, social
entrepreneurs, innovators,
scientists, techies & dreamers

We work with non-profits,
social enterprise and hold
events supporting women
in science & tech and
collaborative innovation

UK

In d i a

Fra n ce

Hauxton House,
o2h SciTech Park,
Cambridge CB22 5HX

Sharmista Research Centre,
35, Panchratna Ind. Estate,
Changodar, Sarkhej Bavla Road,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat 382213

11 Deodat de Severac,
St Cyprien,
66750,
France

w : www.o2h.com
e : info@o2h.com

